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Awake:Hold the button for two seconds until button turns red to enter awake mode

Ignition: Click button once to ignite the saber

One flash = 0.5 seconds

One flash = Countdown sound one time

The Functions below will be activated when the blade is ON

Block Mode: Click once to block (imitate the effect when lightsaber takes shooting)

Lockup Mode: Release after one flash(button), then click once to exit

Infinite Color-Changing: Release after two flashes(button),click to choose color

Fast Color-Changing: Release after three flashes(button), click to choose color

Turn off the blade: Hold until the blade turns off

The Functions below will be activated when the blade is OFF

Volume Adjustment: Release after one flash to adjust the volume(3 Levels)

Light Effects Changing: Release after two flashes to change light effects(3 Kinds)

Ignition Styles Changing: Release after three flashes to change ignition styles(1 Kind)

Flash on Clash: Release after four flashes to turn on/off FOC.

Motion Control: Release after three flashes to turn on/off motion control.

3 Kinds: Twist hilt clockwise+anticlockwise/ Stab+pull back/ Swing

Sound fonts Changing: Hold until heard the sound of the character

(Or use motion:Twist hilt clockwise+anticlockwise when blade pointing up)

BGM Playing: Twist hilt anticlockwise+clockwise when pointing UP to turn on/off

Sleep Mode: Hold the button for 10 seconds until button light vanishes

(The lightsaber will automatically turn off after 10 minutes of not-using)

XRGB3.0 Motion Control Details

When the blade is OFF

Rotate to Turn On/OFF: Twist hilt clockwise + anticlockwise

Stab & Pull to Turn On/OFF: Pull and stab forward in parallel to turn on, stab and pull

to turn off

Swing to Turn On: Swing the lightsaber vigorously in a circle to turn on, rotate or stab

and pull to turn off



Fast Sound Fonts Changing: Twist hilt anticlockwise+clockwise when pointing DOWN

When the blade is ON

Jump Color-Changing: Press and hold the button, quickly twist the hilt anticlockwise +

clockwise, click the button to fix the color

Rotate Color-Changing: Point DOWN hilt, Press and hold the button, quickly rotate

the saber, click the button to fix the color

Force Mode: Point UP hilt, Press the button, quickly twist hilt clockwise + anticlockwise

Melt Mode: Press and hold the button Fast Push forward, twist to change melt color

Lighting Block: Hold button and pull hilt forwards

Multi Block Mode: Hold button and swing saber. Same control to exit mode.

Multi Lock Mode: Enter into LOCK UP first, then hold the button 0.5 second/button led

flash one time/countdown sound one time, then release. Same control to exit mode.

Notice:

Below functions are OFF by default. You need find these filed names and change "0" to

"1" in the configuration file.

Blade mode: Blaster,Ghost.

Lighting Block,Multi Block, Multi Lock Mode.

Switch control sound.

XRGB3.0 16 Sets of Sound fonts:

1.The Chosen

2.New Horizon

3.The Dark Sword

4.The Assassin

5.The Knight

6.Wanderer

7.The Protector

8.The Dark Empress

9.The Son

10.The Third Hunter

11.The Master

12.The Dark Lord Order

13.Magenta

14.The Princess



15.Double Agent

16.Truly Lost


